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COMMUNICATION
Pavel Anzenbacher, Jr., et al.
Hydroxyquinolines with extended 
fluorophores: arrays for turn-on and 
ratiometric sensing of cations

FEATURE ARTICLE
Jordi Gómez-Segura, Jaume Veciana 
and Daniel Ruiz-Molina
Advances on the nanostructuration 
of magnetic molecules on surfaces: 
the case of single-molecule magnets 
(SMM)

Molecular 
BioSystems unzips …

…to form its own strand of   
interdisciplinary science

Since launch in 2005, Molecular BioSystems has been 
paired with Chemical Communications. This interaction 
with the host has resulted in an excellent channel of 
communication for the published content, which has 
reached a wide audience.

It is now time to unzip the two complementary 
journals, and from January 2008 Molecular BioSystems 
will assemble its very own strand of science as a solo 
publication, under the supervision of Sarah Thomas, 
Editor and Thomas Kodadek, Chair of the Editorial Board.

To ensure that you continue to read the very best in chemical 
biology research, with a focus at the interface between chemistry 
and the –omic sciences and systems biology, recommend 
Molecular BioSystems to your librarian today!
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Sit back and relax…
Online shopping is easy with the RSC

Whether you’re looking for text books, 
the latest research articles, training
 courses, conferences or a light 
read for the commute…
online shopping with the 
RSC couldn’t be easier.

24/7 access: The RSC online shop gives you continuous access to class leading products and 
services, expertly tailored to cater for your training and educational needs. 

Browse and buy: Visit our shop to browse over 750 book titles, subscribe or purchase an 
individual article in one of our journals, join or renew your RSC membership, or register to 
attend a conference or training event.

Gift ideas: If you’re looking for gift ideas, look no further. In our online shop you’ll find 
everything from popular science books like The Age of the Molecule and the inspirational 
Elegant Solutions from award winning writer, Philip Ball, to our stunning Visual Elements 
Periodic Table wall chart and jigsaw.

With secure online payment you can shop online with confidence. 

The RSC has so much to offer…why not go online today?
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Lust and Love
Is it more than chemistry?
By Gabriele and Rolf Froböse

Lust and Love: Is it more than chemistry? provides 

answers to some of these questions through the eyes of 

science.  Covering research from the fields of chemistry, 

biochemistry, neurology, psychiatry, psychology, physics 

and medicine the book looks at our current knowledge of 

the science behind these feelings.  

Hardback | 2006 | xii + 170 pages | ISBN-13: 978 0 85404 867 0 | £24.95 | RSC Member Price £16.50 

Explores the science behind love, sex and passion

Why do people fall in love? Why do we find some people attractive?
How does our physiology affect the way we feel?
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